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Ian Simpson has always been able to find rare photographs of 74
Squadron aircraft for us. These are such photos. They show SE5a
C6385. The SE5 (Scout Experimental 5) was considered by many pilots
to be the best British single-seat fighter of World War One. Over
5,200 were built. Designed by H P Folland at the Royal Aircraft Factory
at Farnborough, the first production aircraft had the 150hp HispanoSuiza engine fitted and were designated SE5. The later SE5a had the
200 or 220hp Hispano-Suiza or 200hp Wolseley Viper engine. On May
6th 1918 a longeron of C6385 burnt through after a Very pistol went off
by accident when on offensive patrol. I have not been able to establish whether the aircraft crashed or not,
but the pilot, Captain William Cairns, survived the mishap.
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Membership Matters
Ian Yorston has a new e-mail address of isy.tigersqn@xemaps.com

Farewells
We have had two Colin Dawsons as Association members . One Colin (known to us all at reunions) passed away in
March. The other Colin, Colin George Dawson, who lived at Attleborough near Norwich, has now died too – on
21st September. Poor health prevented him from attending reunions which he would dearly have liked to have
done if only to meet his namesake. Colin was a Sergeant Pilot on 74, flying Meteors during two stints with the
squadron at Horsham St Faith – 1st January 1952 to 22nd June 1954 and 27th February 27th to 19th March 1956.
Prior to 74 he was at No. 1 ITS at Wittering (1949-1951), then No. 6 FTS at Ternhill, No 205 AFS at Middleton
St George and No 226 OCU at Stradishall. After 74, Colin was at Church Fenton and Thorney Island before
leaving the RAF in June 1958 to pursue a career in commercial aviation, flying with Air Safaris, BUA, Channel
Airways, Court Line, Britannia Airways and Gulf Air. He retired from flying in February 1986.
Of his time with 74 he recalled participating in the Coronation Flypast of 1953 in a Meteor T.7 with the Times
Air Correspondent in the back seat. Just before lining up for take-off Colin lost all radio and intercom
communication so he had to carry on in silence. The Meteor had insufficient fuel to return to base with the
other 74 Squadron participants so he had to carefully ease his way out of the formation and fly in to
Wattisham. ‘I loved the Meteor,’ he said some years ago, ‘and had only one hiccough while flying the type. The
canopy exploded when I was doing a max speed re-join over Horsham . Pieces penetrated the starboard engine
cowling and one hit my leather flying helmet. So I flew an exciting circuit to land with the ejection seat
activator flopping around my head. Thank goodness it had to be stretched down to my chest to operate!’
During his long military and commercial flying career Colin flew the following types: Prentice Mk 1, Harvard Mk
2B, Meteor F.4, T.7 and F.8, Vampire T.11 and NF.10, Tiger Moth, several Auster variants, Vickers Viking,
Vickers Viscount (six variants), Piper Cherokee, BAC 1-11 (three variants), Islander, Piper Chieftain, Cessna 150,
Bristol 170 and Boeing 737 (Gulf Air Fleet Captain). An impressively varied list.
Also, we say farewell to Roy Rogers, who was an original Tengah Tiger. Roy was not an Association member.
Does anyone remember him from those days?
Eric Dickens died on April 29th 2014 at the age of 80. He was a regular attendee at reunions along with his son
Lyndon who is now a member of the Association himself. Lyndon has created a personal memorial to his dad
(right) which we see here and we thank Lyndon for sharing it with us.
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We also sadly have to say farewell to
Phantom Tiger Chris Laidlaw-Bell, known
to all as Laidback or simply L-B, who died
at home in Florida after a long battle
with cancer on the 26th October. His
squadron colleagues were quick to pay
moving tributes to him.
Cliff Spink said: ‘It is an incredible
privilege to command a fighter squadron
but I was doubly lucky because I had
people like Chris on the outfit. He was a
total extrovert with a heart of gold. He
was also an outstanding aviator: keeping
an F-4 airborne when he had asymmetric
flap on finals was just one example of his
skill. I won’t pretend that his antics out
of the cockpit didn’t keep me on my toes,
but these were just fun and a sheer expression of his love of life. Leading the boys and diving off the top of a
cruise steamer on the Italian lakes with a cry of ‘come on boss don’t be a sissy’ for example. And later
borrowing his cowboy boots for a formal dinner when my dress shoes went ‘missing’! Despite the wild side he
had an old-fashioned charm and was unfailingly courteous. He was popular and loved by the whole squadron
family and will be desperately missed by everyone. L-B was not tall but he truly was a giant of a man.’
And from Russ Allchorne: ‘Chris epitomised everything that a fast jet fighter pilot should be: measured
aggression, humility, empathy, a vicious sense of humour and razor-sharp dexterity. But most of all a true sense
of comradeship, friendship and team spirit. He had an enviable and annoying talent of making the task of flying
a fighter jet look matter of fact and routine. Nothing could be further from the truth, but Chris was known as
‘Laid Back’ for a reason and he excelled in carrying this reputation off. He was loved by us all and no-one will
forget him riding his motor bike down the taxiway in his swimming trunks in the middle of the British summer at
RAF Wattisham when he should have been on alert next to his fully armed Phantom. A classic L-B moment! He
will be desperately missed by us all. We loved him like a brother. Move on peacefully Chris. You will always be in
our hearts and minds.’

*
ZE360 update
Phantom F-4J ZE360/O in the Italian
Dolomites in September 1985, crewed
by Andy Nailard and Gordon James.
The squadron were on exchange at
Cameri working with Italian Air Force
F-104 Starfighters at the time.
Ewan Murdoch and Jerry Uren were
flying ZE354/R when they took this
photo.
With thanks to Hayley Patten & Andy
Nailard.
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Tony Clay reports.
October saw work restart on ZE360 at
Manston. Following the aircraft’s arrival at
the airport in April 2021, on 11th September
ZE360 was relocated to the Y-Pan to allow
the working parties regular access and
extra space. Engineering work recommenced
with the process of clearing the wing and
fuselage boundary in preparation for the
wing/fuselage split. Access to the D22 bay
where a majority of the work is required is
cramped and confined. With limited space to
move around, this task only required a small crew to attend over the weekend of 9/10th October. Gaining
access to the structure joining the fuselage to the wing was obtained by clearing a multitude of hydraulic and
fuel lines and their associated valves, while the removal of both the leading edge ducts and airbrake closure
panels was finally completed - frustrating but vital tasks. The latter now means that hydraulic pipework can be
accessed at a later date to drop the flaps. The weekend finished with minor maintenance on both of the
trolleys currently stored on site, releasing three wheels that had seized up. The photos below give a good idea
of what is being achieved.
With plenty more to do before the aircraft is ready to take its turn to move to Cotswold Airport, we’d like to
invite anyone who may be interested in gaining some ZE360 hands-on time and becoming involved to e-mail the
British Phantom Aviation Group at bpagvolunteers@gmail.com. In particular the expertise of any engineers
out there who have experience of GE J79 engines, which need to be removed from ZE360 before it is
transferred to Gloucestershire, would be very useful, especially if they could meet the team at Manston
and offer advice at first hand.
For more information on ZE360 head
http://74sqdn.tk/ze360-restoration-page/

over

to

Tony’s

Restoration

Page

on

our

website.
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Prints for Sale
74’s Commanding Officers during the F-4J era - Dick Northcote, Cliff Spink and Graham Clarke - were at
Duxford on 21st September to sign limited edition F-4J Tiger’s Lair 24x16 inch prints which have already been
sold to raise funds for ZE360’s restoration. Smaller prints were also signed by these three together with Rhod
Smart, navigator on the J. Each of these prints are 15 x 10 inches and cost £74 delivered. If you wish to order
the signed smaller print, please email Tony Clay at webmaster74tigersquadron@yahoo.co.uk. Orders will be
taken on a first come, first served basis.
If you wish to order an unsigned version of either the large or small print, the larger prints are priced at £80
delivered while the smaller are £45 delivered. Please note that prices include UK delivery only and if you are
based overseas, there will be additional postage charges. Again, e-mail Tony if you are interested. Full details
on our website.
And a word to all F-4J aircrew who we will be persuading to attend next year’s reunion, we will be asking you all
to be doing some signing. Please!

Above. Paul Wright, Chairman of the
British Phantom Aviation Group
(BPAG), with the Three COs.
Left. The Three COs with Tony Clay,
our webmaster, co-ordinator of the
ZE360 restoration project for the
Association and secretary of BPAG.
We’re trying to find him something
else to do!
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TMacDB’s Final Flight on 74.
These photos were sent to the Association by Robbie Lane, the son of Corporal Steve ‘Bronco’ Lane who was the
station photographer at Tengah. Trevor MacDonald Bennett explains what they are all about. He writes:

Yes. It is with some embarrassment that I have to admit that this was me! The occasion was my final flight
on 74 Squadron on July 15th 1970 in XR773 (now in South Africa with Thunder City, but sadly grounded). I
wasn’t too enthusiastic about excessive exercise in the heat and humidity of Singapore, although I
developed a pretty strong right elbow in the bar! I think I may have been nominated as ‘President of the
Anti Jock Strappers League’ and it was decided that I shouldn’t have to over exert myself climbing the
ladder into the aircraft - hence the cherry picker which allowed me to gracefully step in to the aircraft
without breaking a sweat. I’m not sure who arranged the prank but I suspect that Dave Roome was
involved and it must have been approved by the Boss, Dennis Caldwell. It was all a complete surprise to
me!

Correction
In Tiger News 79 we featured a new book by Brian Gates entitled ‘Peter – One of the Forgotten Few’
(left).
Unfortunately the link for ordering the book was incorrect and the correct link is
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/363415892796?epid=24046516930&hash=item549d46733c:g:UNkAAOSw~WpgspAR.
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History and Research
The Association is very often the first point of contact for historians and researchers in this country and
abroad if they are looking for information of any kind about 74. Many of the enquiries come from the near
Continent and usually involve information about airmen who were shot down during the Second World War. This
was one such that I recently received.

Bonsoir Bob. Je fair des recherches sur les crashs d' avions alliés de la dernière guerre. Je suis intéressé par
des documents et informations et photos sur les F/O Alan Parker et R. T. Jackson. Je réside entre Dieppe et
Rouen pas loin du lieux des crashs.
(Good evening Bob. I'm researching the Allied plane crashes of the last war. I am interested in documents
and information and photos about F/O Alan Parker and R. T. Jackson. I live between Dieppe and Rouen not
far from the crash site
Alain Trouplin
I was able to help Alain, especially as there was a piece about Alan Parker in Tiger News 78.

Hi Alain,
The information I have on Fl Off R.T. Jackson is as follows.
D Day was relatively uneventful for 74 Squadron but they were
often involved in long patrols over the beach-heads for several
days which sometimes meant shortage of fuel, or in Jackson’s
case running out of fuel. He force landed on an emergency strip,
was refuelled by the Commandos and flew back to England.
On 26th August 1944 an armed reconnaissance was flown north
of Rouen during which several vehicles were destroyed but also
during which Jackson was shot down. He escaped injury when
he crash landed and evading capture found a farm where four
French women hid him. However he was captured as he tried
to move on and was taken to Brussels, I have his account of
what happened next: “One morning and without warning I was
taken from my cell and bundled onto a train. The Germans were
in a confused and chaotic state. They heard that the British
were very close so they grabbed bicycles and horses and carts and competed in a hectic scramble to get
out. The attitude of the guards on the train changed very quickly in the final few hours. They offered us
cigarettes and sweets. At the very end I had the impression that they were frightened of us, we who were
supposed to be their prisoners. The officers were dashing around giving orders one minute and
contradicting them the next, squabbling amongst themselves and trying to decide who should be taken to
Germany and who should be left behind.”
Jackson was one of 40 British and American airmen who escaped from this, the last German train to pull
out of Brussels as Allied tanks and infantry were moving into the suburbs. He was rescued by the advancing
Canadians and re-joined 74 on September 3rd. Sadly ‘Jacko’ Jackson’s story didn’t have a happy ending. By
September 17th 74 Squadron had moved to Courtrai (ALG55) from where Me109s had most recently flown.
The Tigers flew fighter sweeps and standing patrols from here and on one such towards the end of the
month (I don’t have the exact date) Jackson suffered an engine failure just after take-off. He tried to get
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back to Courtrai but undershot and hit the top of the local church steeple, crashing onto the Photographic
Section’s lorry and tent. He was severely burnt when his Spitfire burst into flames on hitting the ground
and died in hospital a few hours later.
About Parker I can tell you the following.
He too was with 74 during and after D Day when the squadron
was at Sommervieux (ALGB8). On August 25th 74 were on an
armed recce around Rouen. Fl Off Alan ‘Sparks’ Parker was hit
by flak and tried to force land west of Buchy. Unfortunately
his aircraft hit some trees, the wings were torn off and the
fuselage rolled several times, killing him. Look on our website
under Tiger News 78 for further information.
Here are two further photos featuring Jackson and Parker.

Left to right John Watton, Jock Kydd, Llew
Llewellyn, Alan Parker and Doug Over.
Alain was pleased that we were able to help him
in his research and sends his best to everyone
in the Association.

Watton, Froud, Alston, Parker, Bates, Over and Bartlett
at Advance Landing Ground B8 Sommervieux 1944. Is
that a Mustang fuselage they are sitting on?

From our Vice-President. Boz regularly keeps in touch from his home in Thailand and usually there is a
photograph to show something of life out there under blue skies (left) – although like the rest of us it hasn’t
been so good over the past Covid dominated 18 months. As a foil to the warmth here is Boz again (right) when
he was on the squadron in its Hunter days, this time at a snowy and chilly Ahlhorn in Germany – but blue skies
still!
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Jim’s Photos. Answers please. One for the Tengah Tigers.

The photographs that Jim Jolly took at Tengah are deservedly in demand, especially from the Lightning
Preservation Group for their calendar, but from other quarters as well. In Tiger News 79 we mentioned
that James Cherry is building 1/15 scale Lego model of Lightning F.6 XR770. Jim subsequently sent
James this fine photo of 770 landing at Darwin. One question though. Does anybody know whose name
appeared on the cockpit sill while the aircraft was at Tengah?

Another question. Does anyone know who the ground
crew guy here might be? Jim thinks he is perhaps
indicating to the pilot to complete his pre-flight
check of the air brakes. The date is 1969 and it’s
thought the pilot might be Dave Roome although
Dave is unsure that that is the case. A long time ago
to remember but one of our aircrew might just
recall.

And finally – the photograph on the next page of XR722/E is a prime candidate for the LPG’s 2022 calendar.
Colin Collis of the LPG had asked about the orange flying suit. Pete Johnstone suggested that it could be an
immersion suit for long flights over water and as the aircraft has overwing tanks that could be right. When Jim
checked the details of XR772 he found that it left Tengah in January 1970 for 60MU Leconfield for overhaul,
so he thinks he might have taken the photo as it taxied out to take off on that journey.
Dennis Caldwell and Tony Ellender responded to Jim’s question with the following information. Denis remembers
he wore an experimental orange flying suit with built in air conditioning piping for low flying when the cabin air
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conditioning could not be used due to the outside humidity causing the cabin to fog. “In those circumstances we
could lose up to 5 lbs in sweat in a 50-minute sortie. For neither our long overseas flights to Australia nor when
we left finally left Tengah did we have immersion suits. However, I believe the UK squadrons did have them for
use in the winter months for when the sea temp fell below 50 degrees Fahrenheit.”
Tony recalls that some airframes were swapped when UK based squadrons came out to Tengah on detachment
hence the Firestreak drill missile on the port stub pylon. His second recollection is that 74 had re-equipped
with Red Top before 1970. He didn't wear an immersion suit when he flew XS927 from Tengah to Leconfield in
1971. However, 74 did take part in an IAM sponsored trial of different cloth (tropical) flying suits, cunningly
zipped up the front and back so that different 'halves' would be worn 'Harlequin' like for comparison. “The
result of the trial,” says Tony, “was that the material we all liked was either too expensive or it fell to bits
when laundered - so whichever it was we didn't get what we wanted!”

Jim Tufnail
When I was researching my book Tigers in the 1980s I was privileged and fortunate to be able to
interview squadron members from the wartime years. Sadly that wouldn’t be possible now – too much time
has passed – but I have kept a record of many of those interviews. As first-hand accounts they are
invaluable. I’ll be reproducing more in future editions of Tiger News but start here with Jim Tufnail, who
told me……..
…………I attended the Electrical and Wireless School at Cranwell, finished my training at the end of December
1936 and joined 74, which was part of 11 Group at Hornchurch in January 1937. Hornchurch was a typical
peacetime RAF 'drome with three hangars arranged in a crescent. 65 Squadron had one, 54 Squadron the
second and 74 the third. Runways were grass and the take off path was straight over the Ford factory at
Dagenham. 11 Group HQ was at Uxbridge. Debden, Duxford, Biggin Hill, North Weald, Kenley and Hornchurch –
the clutch around London - were the airfields under its command
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I became a wireless mechanic on B Flight. In those days each aircraft (very reliable Demons when I joined they were pretty basic and not a lot could go wrong) had a fitter and rigger and there was an armourer to every
three aircraft. There were no electrical or instrument people: the wireless erk did it all and there were two of
these per Flight. The squadron had twelve aircraft on strength, six to each Flight. There were always two on
deep servicing in the middle of the hangar and, as now, aircraft were due for that treatment after a predetermined number of flying hours. In the Demon’s case it was 120. A Tiger Moth was used as all three
squadrons’ hacks.
The wireless mechanic led a lonely sort of life. He was an erk, an AC2, who did what he was told and earned 22
shillings a week in the process.
Sqn Ldr Brookes, the CO, was a tough leader and a great disciplinarian. His squadron was the best in his eyes
and he was determined to keep it so. But he was extremely fair and if he thought you were in the right in any
matter he would back you to the hilt. Sailor Malan had just joined the squadron and was in A Flight. In common
with most of the other pilots he had little to do with the airmen. Essentially he walked to his aircraft, got in
and flew away, then after his sortie landed, taxied in and walked away with the minimum (if any) conversation!
There was more reaction from Sergeant Pilots than from those who had been commissioned.
In those days the RAF was in all honesty a flying club. The service was very rank conscious. For example, an
officer could never be approached directly – you always had to go through your NCO.
Our aircraft were camouflaged and ground crews liked this as they didn’t require polishing, just cleaning down
with petrol! The serial number was marked on the fuselage as was the dark red/dark blue roundel. There were
no tiger markings until the Gauntlet arrived. Inter squadron rivalry was terrific in all respects on the sports
field and in the NAAFI which engendered a fine squadron spirit.
All technical personnel had to cross train so that for example a wireless mechanic could put a patch on the
fabric covered aircraft or clear a gun etc. There was a Flight Sergeant (Wireless Op) in charge of the
mechanics and a Corporal (Electrician) under him. The complement was made up by four wireless mechanics per
squadron. Each had their own aircraft and the two Flights were completely independent.
There was little flying at weekends but Saturdays was a working day for ground crew – cleaning up the hangars
and other general tidiness jobs such as billet cleaning. This was very necessary as the CO made a point of
inspecting one of the billets at least once each week. The Gauntlet was all silver so did need polishing and
Saturday became wash aeroplanes day. This new (to us) aircraft was a step forward technically with far more
electrical instruments. It was a single seater as opposed to two. My personal favourite was K3777.
Serviceability was not as good as the Demon but it was a different animal, a bit like comparing a Spitfire with a
Mustang. It was certainly a ‘go’ machine with its big radial engine. 54 and 65 Squadrons converted to the
Gauntlet around the same time too whilst 29 and 43 at North Weald retained their Demons for a while. Theirs
were silver and not camouflaged. Hopes had been raised when a Gladiator arrived, ostensibly bound for 74, but
it didn’t stay long and the Bristol Mercury engined Gauntlet arrived instead. Much to our dismay our neighbours
54 Squadron did get the Gladiator, complete with its ‘greenhouse’, the airmen’s’ term for the new innovation, a
cockpit canopy.
At that time 74 was part of Air Defence of Great Britain (ADGB) and it was possible for one Flight to go away
on detachment and the other stay at home. I went to Tangmere for exercises and also Woodsford (later
renamed Warmwell). The exercises were air defence in nature. 74 worked a lot with the Heyfords of 10
Squadron. The Heyford was a big aircraft with open exhausts which stood out like sore thumbs in the dark.
Interceptions were visual and were really down to pure chance for the exercises were primarily called to
practice identification at night. There were no sophisticated electronics on board in those days! We used to put
a 12v battery in for night flying to power the navigation lights (port, starboard and tail). The battery also
powered the gun heaters. A wind driven generator was attached to the lower starboard wing and this charged
the battery. The compass had a small light too. There was also a battery operated R/T set. Night exercises
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apart, the flying programme consisted of a lot of cross-country work. The duration of a Demon with its Kestrel
engine was 1½ to 2 hours. 74 was a busy flying squadron.
I remember one detachment to Woodsford. Air to air firing at drogues was practised. Ammunition for
different aircraft was dipped in different coloured paint so that it would mark the drogue as it passed through
and scores could be counted. The drogue towing aircraft was based at the station and was usually an obsolete
type – Audaxes for example – although sometimes we towed our own. Much of the flying done at Woodsford was
over Chesil beach.
I used to fly on air tests. In those days it was the vogue for a wireless operator to be the rear gunner as well
and he wore the brass bullet above his sparks badge. But
I was never interested in the gunnery side of things –
radio was my thing. Morse was the medium for signals
traffic. Communication between aircraft and the ground
was variable. The set in the aircraft had a 120-volt dry
battery and it was only really used for take off and
landing. Aircraft could communicate with each other.
Operationally it was used for the reporting of position
and the relaying of information to the aircraft about
incoming raids. I was the communicator between ground
and air when I was on duty – wireless mechs completed
shifts in HQ Signals on the station.

When the Hawker Demons were ready for replacement 74 were hoping for Gloster Gladiators with their
enclosed cockpits. They almost did, but much to their disappointment ended up with Gloster Gauntlets.
Jim had a long career in the RAF and as a Warrant Officer before retirement he was an electronics
engineer at Leuchars when the Tigers arrived with their Lightnings. He was involved with the maintenance
of the Airpass radar which had to be serviced in an air conditioned and sterile environment. By that time
Engineering Wing was responsible for all the specialist servicing of equipment which was passed on to
them from the ‘first line’ engineers on the squadron who had diagnosed snags to black box level and was
then passed on to the appropriate department for rectification. In the 1960s Electronics Engineers were
at the top of their trade. What a fascinating career Jim had - encompassing biplane Demons to
supersonic Lightnings.
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